Reducing risk
and providing
proof of work.

"Being able to easily verify exactly what work had been done helped
this project proceed smoothly and without add-on charges...this really
showcased the value of having StructionSite on the project.”
Jose Rivera | Director of Operational Excellence

Site documentation of the past was pretty hit-or-miss. While most companies collected
documentation, the photo organization was often random and lacked context. However,
for Stiles Construction in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, comprehensive documentation with
Structionsite offered not only relief from the chaos, but proof for work that had been
completed.

Revealing the truth
During a coordination call for mechanical, electrical
and plumbing, one of the contractors claimed they
had installed a particular material, and any
changes now would require additional charges.
When Jose Rivera, Director of Operational
Excellence for Stiles, pulled up the pictures, it was
clear that the materials were not installed.
Therefore, the contractor needed to complete the
work without any extra charges.
Being able to consult accurate photos during
meetings saved Stiles from either having to pay an
add-on charge or getting into an argument with
the contractor.
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On-demand insurance documentation
With a hurricane bearing down on Florida, using StructionSite allowed Stiles to document
the exact stage of the project for insurance purposes. The team was able to go out and
document the site shortly before the storm hit.
If damage occurred, the post-storm documentation would prove their loses and
damage. StructionSite’s VideoWalk® process provides a fast and easy way to capture
progress and installed work. In the past, the process of noting the phase of completion
was complicated.
Inconsistent project notes and disorganized photos made it time-consuming to prove
the facts for an insurance claim. For any type of insurance issue, getting quick, accurate,
and location-tagged site photos can make the process of filing an insurance claim much
easier

Key take-aways
For the Stiles team, StructionSite is user friendly and was easier to deploy than other
technological solutions they’ve tried. Now, they don’t have to call a person to come out
and wait for the photos to be processed—as soon as pictures are taken, they’re up. In
weekly meetings or when RFI’s come up, Structionsite is an invaluable tool.
Stiles can coordinate with the field easily, using the mobile app. And when issues come
up, they can be easily be resolved with the app’s chronological record of site photos and
data instead of having to go back to the drawings like before. The whole team relies on
StructionSite, and it has effortlessly integrated into their SOP.

Start to finish and beyond
In conversations on the site, in the trailer, or back at the office, the Stiles team can pull
up pictures at any stage of the process. For a new contractor coming onto the job,
StructionSite helps them quickly familiarize with the site and the status of different
elements. For the owners, StructionSite provides a completely off line PDF deliverable
giving a clear 360° view of exactly which services are behind walls, above ceilings, and
inside slabs. This can really cut down on future building maintenance.

